INTRODUCTION THE CASE OF THE GOOD DOCTOR
Among the 262 references to Watson, only 11 dealt with our colleague of Baker Street. He was clearly less often cited than JD Watson (Nobel prize with Francis Crick and Maurice Wilkins for elucidation of the structure of nucleic acids, n=94) and the orthopaedic surgeon Sir Robert Watson-Jones (n=41). Worth mentioning too were the 12 references to J Watson (psychologist) and the nine to CJ Watson, co-developer of the Watson-Schwartz test for porphyrinuria. This one would certainly have earned the attention of Sherlock Holmes, himself a pioneer in the chemical detection of a haemoglobin".
The published work on John H Watson is notable for two features. The first is the compassionate attention of several colleagues to the good doctor's alleged war wound(s). Confounding statements in the Canon provoke bitter arguments in the specialized Holmesian literature. Did Watson suffer one or two wounds? By one or two Rue de l'Eglise 4, B·7534 Maulde, Belgium
A DETECTIVE CASE-REPORT
In terms of medical fame, Sherlock Holmes (45 references between 1966 and 1995 3 ) is closely challenged by the neurologist Sir Gordon Holmes (n=46) and by Oliver Wendell Holmes (n=26), the Boston doctor and man of letters so admired by Conan Doyle. Among characters from fiction, Holmes was out-ranked numerically by the Baron Karl Friedrich H von Munchausen, Samuel Pickwick (by extension from the 'fat boy Joe'), and the nymph Ondine (573, 188, and 76 respectively), but the fame of these is merely eponymous13. Too many colleagues have discussed the vivid accounts of disease in the Canon for me to review each specialty in detail. These include dermatology (six articles in my collection), neurology (4), cardiology (4), psychiatry (3), forensic pathology (2), infectious disease (2), general internal medicine (1), clinical chemistry (1), genetics (1), and anaesthesia (I). Interested readers are best referred to more general reviews l 4 , l S or the encyclopaedic monographs by Van Lierel'' and by Rodin and Keyl7 . Surprisingly, toxicology and traumatology have never been analysed.
The so-called deductive method of Sherlock Holmes (was it not also inductive?) has been the object of many medical analyses. The exceptional skill of the sleuth for organized and critical observation is close to the diagnostic art of the neurologist, the dermatologist, or the internist. Some medical teachers have highlighted this method, while not recommending the reading of the stories. Certainly, accurate and organized observation, including that of nonphysical signs, could be useful in diagnosis 18-20. The cognitive process underlying the medical diagnosis or the detective conclusion is still a matter of research: I warmly recommend the thorough methodological discussions by Wilbush-! and Van Wallendacl and Hastie 22 . Another question abundantly debated in medical journals is the alleged drug addiction of the great detective 9,23-25. In this matter, Holmes's use, abuse, and later rejection of the cocaine-bottle perfectly mirror the changing attitude of Victorian society toward this drug 1o . However, medical Sherlockians may wish to avert their eyes from this unpleasing behaviour and instead study the master's scholarly attempts at identifying such extraordinary disease states as the Tapanuli fever or the Black Formosa corruption17,2(",28.
DR JOSEPH BELL AND SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE
The medical press has not forgotten Joseph Bell, the real-life physician on whom Sherlock Holmes was modelled; his career and influence have been recorded 29. However, much more fascinating to medical colleagues is the rich personality of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (31 of the 53 Doyle references in my survey3). The young Conan Doyle was certainly an enthusiastic physican, aware of the most recent developments of science, practising the dangerous art of toxicological autoexperimentition, and contributing several observations to The Lancet and the British Medical Journal 30-33. He was successively an advocate of vaccination, an attentive reporter of Robert Koch's experiments (in The Daily TeleBraph), and a member of the Army Medical Service during the Boer War. When he turned from medicine to writing he was in good company: Robert Bridges, Sir Thomas Browne, Anton Chekov, Michael Crichton, A J Cronin, John Keats, Somerset Maugham, Walker Percy, Arthur Schnitzler. .. . His sense of justice caused him to take on the forces of law-a courageous enterprise at that time H, 35. He was an ardent advocate of humanistic medical practice, and this is probably his most important contribution to the medical values of Victorian and Edwardian England 36 , 17 . Surprisingly, the creator of Sherlock Holmes and the scientist Professor Challenger turned to spiritualism in his last years 38. This attracted criticism; but at that time, spiritualism did not seem more far-fetched than the most original developments of science. Furthermore, these beliefs allowed Sir Arthur a peaceful death; is this not the main advantage of convictions? Note For clarity, I have referred only to the chronology established by W S Baring-Gould'. I also refrained (with one exception) from citing the marvellous texts published in specialized Holmesian journals or in the correspondence columns of the lay press. This important literature can be approached through: Shreffier PA, ed. Sherlock Holmes by Gas-lamp 
